
Workshop evaluation by Participants  
New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2007 
(Compilation of Part II responses; scanned versions of Part I) 
 
Part II  
 
Write out neatly a synthetic statement (1 or 2 paragraphs) evaluating this workshop.  
(You might build on/build in your comments from Part I.)  Please make comments both 
to help us develop the workshop in the future and to enable some third party to appreciate 
the workshop’s strengths and weaknesses.  (Imagine a reader who may not be willing to 
wade through all the notes on the other side, but who wants to see more than averages 
from a "1-5" numerical evaluation.) 
 
1.  This workshop, for me, seemed to accomplish quite well the goals that were set 
and given to possible participants.  I really appreciate that.  It was a great pleasure to be 
part of a group focused on process in relation to a topic experienced by participants from 
somewhat varied perspectives.  As someone interested in the “issue at hand” I feel that 
this workshop provided me with a great opportunity to discover more detailed directions 
to explore both from others and from considering my own experience in this context. 
 I would have liked a bit more time for reflection and reframing during the process 
and time to refocus on my personal goals.  
 A more diverse group of participants would have been interesting. 
 This was a great environment to focus on and explore ideas that I hope will be 
very important and central to work I will be involved in the future.  Thank you. 
 
2. The goals and objectives guiding this workshop are extremely valuable and timely.  
The need to think and work collaboratively in the field of environmental problems across 
different disciplines and social realities cannot be more important given the current state 
of the world’s environment – ecologically and socially. 
This kind of workshop would be useful for all people involved in education and research 
at all levels of education.  I highly recommend it. 
 
3. One of the most interesting dimensions of this workshop is to be able to deal with very 
different experiences, backgrounds and diversity and to focus on our particular interests 
and develop fruitful and real collaborations with those who are more in line terms of their 
own interests.  
From the diversity of experiences and activities, this workshop gives us tools to develop 
and take with us our future activities, including facilitation models which are very 
helpful… 
 
4. The workshop was quite successful in creating a space in which participants could take 
risks and explore ideas about collaboration to generate new environmental knowledge.  
Although all participants had strong professional connections with the environmental 
topics, the discussion often was applicable more generally to the collaborative process 
rather than only environmental knowledge and inquiry.  There was a very good blend of 
personal, theoretical, pedagogical, institutional, theoretical, and pragmatic approaches to 



collaboration, and exploration of issues.  The facilitation was excellent – flexible and 
responsive to participants needs, but sufficiently structured that we didn’t seem to be 
floundering or trying to make up things to do.  That said, I think that there might be ways 
to build more continuity across the activities by introducing certain exercises early in the 
workshop then letting participants revisit them later and revise what was produced.  
Examples could be our pictures of collaboration (for the visual/graphic learners) and the 
teaching scenarios.  I did little preparation beforehand, other than visiting the website a 
times to download logistics and required readings (plus a couple of recommended 
readings) and read the participants extended bios.  I think that I could have gotten more 
from the workshop had I done two advance homework assignments: brainstorm several 
questions I have about collaboration, and write a short statement about my experience as 
a collaborator in the generation of environmental knowledge and inquiry. 
 
5. This workshop is created by and depends on the quality of participants, in both their 
ability to share/teach others and to be open to learning.  It is structured in such a way that 
(most) academic markers are removed from consideration so all participants are expected 
to play all the time.  Its difficult to be solely an observer – you would miss out on all the 
fun people are having.  It’s also difficult to keep your own knowledge/experience hidden 
as you start to see and make connections and links across disciplines, ages, genders, and 
different levels of skill.  The workshop tries to employ multiple ways of knowing and 
learning about the world, so everyone is uncomfortable at least some of the time.  As one 
participant noted, he was learning the most during the times he was most uncomfortable.  
By the end of the workshop you’ve gained a few/many new skills and, more importantly, 
serious connections to a group of people you were unlikely to meet/work with in your 
daily life. 
6. Only at the end can I state that this workshop was effective for my goals.  I ask myself: 
did I come away with what I wanted and share something that others  wanted, and on this 
final day I can say “yes.”  However, this is not to say that this was my response every 
day.  Was this the expected?  Maybe, but sometimes it is good to hear like they used to 
tell me in organic chemistry class – “don’t worry it will make sense soon.” 
 
I knew why I wanted to come to the workshop.  I read info available online and it meshed 
with what I had been thinking in my mind.  I don’t think it is entirely positive that at the 
end of the first day I was asking myself, “why did I come?”  This became apparent at the 
end. 
 
A workshop on collaboration optimally should be collaborative.  I don’t think this 
workshop was, for the most part.  Yet, I know that there were certain goals/objectives out 
of the control of the participant.  Does the goals of one preclude the others in a 
collaborative endeavor.  This is one of many questions that remain unanswered. 
 
If I were to design this workshop myself, I would invite a few select individuals and 
openly invited others to develop the workshop goals.  These don’t have to exclude the 
institutional goals (i.e., experimental goals, meeting the requirements of the funding 
limits, etc.) but could be the personal/professional that each person brings to the 
workshop.  These could be focused on one case study which also can be selected (with 



facilitation), or can be also collaboratively selected.  The objective/exercise of allowing a 
group to decide may meet, for example, some process goals (i.e., the realization that 
collaboration, from the start, is not easy!”  But, the spirit would be that participants feel 
that they participate in the entire workshop process. 
 
7. This workshop was a very collegial experience.  Participants were able to use their 
disciplinary knowledge to generate activities that addressed the process of collaboration 
in many different contexts.  The workshop’s format is flexible and open to directions that 
the participant’s as a whole want to take; consequently individual goals or expectations 
may not always have been met. 
 
8. This workshop achieved a cohesiveness of effort towards addressing a messy question: 
Is there collaborative generation of environmental knowledge, and if so what ought to be 
done to support it?  I remain vague on the answer to the first part, but optimistic about the 
process required for the second.  I take this outcome to border on paradox! 
 In any event, I benefited most from learning of the range of activities that the 
participants take to constitute their contributions to environmental knowledge – that is, in 
their “day jobs.”  I also have become convinced that the interdisciplinary field on 
environment science is in need of conceptual work at the foundations of their (its) 
epistemology.   Perhaps more explicit instruction/reading on this issue would be 
beneficial for future workshops. 
 
9. The workshop was of tremendous value to me for various reasons.  First, it was 
wonderful to have the time to work on myself, and my own skill set. (I have very little 
time for this these days.)  Second, the other members of the group brought a tremendous 
amount of energy and engagement to the table, without which the workshop would’ve 
been difficult or more painful.  Third, the workshop was well run and quite well planned.  
Much was open-ended, but that didn’t result in a loss of quality.  If we were to do this 
again, I think a small pre-workshop assignment would be good, such as everyone 
prepping a case of theirs that could be developed further during the time.  Something like 
a one or two page case explanation. 
 
10. This workshop clarified for me the need for emphasis on duality in collaborative 
generation of knowledge - on one side, addressing the (evolving) issue at hand; on the 
other side, enhancing skills and dispositions to participate and be stretched in 
participation (e.g., working with people who are different, including some less inclined to 
engage in open-ended process).  The workshop itself provided many experiences and 
tools for the second side, but the group -- with our knowledge and growing participation 
skills/dispositions -- was not tested as it would be if we had to confront or be consulted 
seriously on a specific real case.  In short, there are challenging open questions remaining 
at the end of the workshop. 
11. This workshop provided me with a number of appropriate, and what looked like, 
effective facilitation techniques and activities in order to assist with the building of 
collaboration around environmental issues.  I was also exposed to, shared with, and made 
connections with a variety of individuals who would likely be a part of such a discussion, 
which in my mind is an important and valuable experience in and of itself.  I was able to 



come away with two of my personal goals met, on directly, the other indirectly, and left 
with good questions with which to think and wrangle.  I also learned some important 
things about myself, the way I interact with others in a collaborative setting, and my 
facilitation style.  The one area I felt the workshop could be improved, and this may have 
been due to my own difficulties in navigating the multiple layers of meaning happening 
all at the same time, would be to provide a more explicit framework so that it is better 
understood when it was time to reflect on the activities and how we, as facilitators 
ourselves at some point in the near future, would incorporate these techniques. 
 
12. The workshop worked very well at engaging participants, allowing time to learn 
about each other, and encouraging deep listening, both to ourselves and others.  Many 
ideas and technologies for enhancing collaboration were shared, potentials for application 
to environmental knowledge were clear and many. 
There were perhaps too many individual activities (not certain about this).  The idea of 
introducing a whole group project and building on it for the 3rd and 4th days might serve 
as a better way to understand how real world projects and real world groups interact.  
When weather serves, some break-out groups might work well.  At the end a “report” 
could be developed on the actual project, with sidebars to highlight issues and concerns 
around the collaboration.  Such a format could incorporate much of the process work we 
did (sidebars), along with specific content (narrative text). 
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i. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you huu"
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your rnajor
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2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective participants?
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1b. What have you learned about making an experimental, interaction-intensive workshop ttlr*rtuti"g
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?

1c. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative generation of environmental
knowledge and inquiry "



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientific developments and social change.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:

. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.

. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
participants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] 'How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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Workshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2007
Part I -- The nrima oal of here is to make notes as prep. for Part II (:a synthetic statement).
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1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your major
personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop?

1b. What have you learned about making an experimental, interaction-intensive workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?
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2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to ive participants?



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduite students who teach and write ab6ut
interactions between scientific developments and social change.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1' To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
participants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] 'How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your rnajor

obstacles to taking more from this wo

lb. What have you learned about making an experimental, interaction-intensive workshop rti*ututi"g
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?

lc. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative generation of environmental
knowledge and inquiry ft

2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective parti
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3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientific developments and social change.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
participants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] uHow do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your major
personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop?
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lb. What have you learned about making an experimental, interaction-intensive workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a like this?
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lc. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative generation of environmental
knowledge and inquiry rr
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2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other What would be vour overall recommendation to tve Dartlcl



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensiv-e workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty ancigraduite students who teach and'write ab6ut
interactions between ggien_ti_fic developments and sociai chanle.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1 . To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of theissue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4' To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted byparticipants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] uHow do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation ofenvironmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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participating in this workshtp again? wr'"ut have been your majorpersonal obstacles to taking more from this workshon?

Workshop evaluation
Part I -- The prima

New England workshop on Science and Sociar change 2007
part II 1:a svnihetic statement).
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NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, a.nd longer-term collaboration among faculty and'graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientific developments and social chanie.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1 . To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2' To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted byparticipants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] 'How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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3. Revread the workshop descriptior/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:
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Workshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2007
Part I -- The prima of here is to make notes as prep. for Part II 1:u synthetic statement
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1c. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative generation of environmental
knowledge and inquiry "
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l. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your rnajor
personal obstacles to taking more from this workshoo?

lb. What have you learned about making an experimental, interaction-intensive workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?
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2. General'evaluation: How did shop meet or not meet youMxpectations? How did'youi
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective participants?



3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientific developments and social change.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1 . To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
participants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] 'How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inqfry?
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Workshop evaluation
Part I -- The pri

1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? H*r *"fa V*r fr"*proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop afain1 Wfrat have been your rnajor
personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop?

1b.Whathaveyoulearnedaboutmakinganexperimentaljnteraction-inten'iu"@
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?
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2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectation.Z Uo* aia yo*
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positiv";Z Ho* does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective participants?



7
3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensiv_e workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, a.nd longer-term collaboration among faculty and'graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between gcien_trfic developments and sociai chanle.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1 . To promote the social contextualization of sciencg in education and other activities beyond the participants'
gurlen! disciplinary and academic boundaries. Yl^r^
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of theissue at hand in constructive ways. tr*.cL{ yy"n
3. To train novice and experienced scholars inprocess / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration. ,l*l
4' To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted byparticipants. -.
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lb. What have you leamed about making an experimental, interaction-intensive workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?
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1c. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative generation of environmental
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1. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your rnajor

obstacles to taking more from this workshoo?

2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective parti
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3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensiv-e workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty ancigraduite students who teach and'write ab6ut
interactions between scientific developments and sociai chanle.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted byparticipants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] "How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?,, '
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Workshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2007
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l. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your rnajor
personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop?

1b. What have you learned abdut tlMting an experimental, interaction-lntensivi workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get tl
most from a workshop like this?
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1c. Wllat are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative genVation of envi ntal
knowledge and inquiry "

2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective participan
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3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientific developments and social change.
Specific objectives of

. To promote education and other activities beyond the participants'
current di

. To facilitate participants connectingtheoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
participants.
[The issue at hand in '07=] 'How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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Workshop evaluation
Part I -- The prima
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2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectationrZ Uo* aU y*
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective participants?
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l. Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? Ho* .ould you hu*
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? Wtrat have been your rnajor
personal obstacles to taking more from this

1b.Whathaveyouleamedaboutmakinganexperimental, interaction-inten' iu"@
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshop like this?

lc. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborati,r" ggfloatl* of environmental
knowledge and inquiry "
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J. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teachinginnovation, a.nd longer-term collaboration among faculty anci griouate students who teach and write aboutinteractions between lien_trjqc deveropments aid sociai chanle.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1 ' To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants'
gurjen! disciplinary and academic boundaries.{
2' To facilitate participants connecting tleoreiical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of theissue at hand in constructive ways. 
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3' To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centeredteThing, workshops, and collaboration. :{*

1;.i:^f,""-".,3e 
a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted bya*participants.

the growi49 attention to the collaborative generation of[The issue at hand in '02=] "How do we make sense of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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Workshop evaluation New England Workshop on Science and Social Change 2007
Part I -- The nma of here is to make notes as for Part II (=a svnthetic statement

Of the two "hopes" I delineated during the first day of the workshop, I feel that I was able to directly
address one ("How does one facilitate a shared sense of ownership and leadership") and indirectly
address the other (a question over the scalability of environmental knowledge, connecting local to global
and vice-versa). A major personal obstacle was the fact that it was difficult for me at times to navigate
the layers that were occurring at the same time, it was difficult to realize that while I was participating in
a discussion or activity, that I could use the same/adapted activity plus think about the significance of
the discussion/activitv.

1b. What have you learned about making an experimental, "interaction-intensive workshop stimulating
and productive? What would your advice be to prospective workshop participants about how to get the
most from a workshon like this?

I learned, personally, about the range of backgrounds, areas of expertise, and personalities of the
individuals who may be participating in a workshop such as this. I also learned a number of what seem
Iike very successful and appropriate activities to foster participation and collaboration, especially the use
of writing scenarios/cases and the importance of providing enough time for people to build connections
with one another. I would recommend to others to be aware of the fact that there are many levels
happening at once whenever an activity or discussion is happening, and to make sure to make note of the
process and notjust the content ofthese activities and discussions.

lc. What are some things you have you learned about "Collaborative generation of environmental
knowledse and inouirv "

I learned about the effectiveness and utility ofdiscussing a related paper in order to start an ideas sharing
process, in connection with a larger agenda of activities and discussions. I also learned about the
different forms this generation of understanding can take, and how often it can actually be quite
surprising and serendipitous.

2. General evaluation: How did the workshop meet or not meet your expectations? How did your
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four days? How do you think the workshop could be
improved? What was special about this workshop (negative & positive)? How does it compare with
other workshops? What would be your overall recommendation to prospective participants?

I came into the workshop not quite knowing what to expect, which may have led to my confusion
around navigating the various layers which were simultaneously occurring. I feel like that over the four
days I became more aware of these layers and how to learn from the experience. I think that workshop
could be improved by offering more time/direction to unpack these layers and discuss the process and
activities in a little more depth and be able to share impressions of the activities/discussions.

L Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways did you achieve your personal goals? How could you have
proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? What have been your major
personal obstacles to taking more from this workshop?
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3. Re-read the workshop descriptiorVgoals (below, from the prospectus). Comment on how well the
goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions about how these could be
better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facil i tate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and graduate students who teach and write about
interactions between scientif ic developments and social change.
Specific objectives of NewSSC
1. To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activit ies beyond the participants'
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facil i tate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, polit ical, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive ways.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skil ls valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration.
4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, and adapted by
part ic ipants.

[The issue at hand in '07=] "How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
envi ronmental  knowledge and inqui ry?"

I think that, in retrospect, the workshop was pretty successful in meeting the goals as stated (although 4
yet remains to be seen). These goals are very diverse as individual goals and while there is some
overlap require a different set of skills in some ways on the part of the participants. I think that, for me,
it would have been helpful to make more explicit when these goals were being addressed during the
course of the workshop. While this was done on occasion, I think it would have been helpful for me to
navigate what was going on if some of this was pointed out more directly.
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l ' Start with a self-evaluation: In what ways aiA you *hi.* your personal goals? How could yo' fru*proceeded differently if you were participating in this workshop again? wtr-ut have been your rnajor
I obstacles to taking more from this workshop?

1b.Whathaveyouleamedaboutmakinganexperim"' ' tmworkshopstimulati [
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adviCe be to prospective workshop participanrs about how to ger themost from a workshop like this?

lc. What are some things you have you learned ubou
knowledge and inquiry "
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2. General evaluation: How did the woHshop meet "
attitude to doing the workshop change through the four daysffiow ao you think the workshop could be
improved? tpWhat was special about this workshop (negative & positive)?"*How does it compare with
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other workshops?AWhat would be your overall recommend4togto prorpi"tiu" participants?
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3. Re-read the workshop description/goals (below, from the prospectus).
Comment on how well the goals expressed there were met and make general and specific suggestions
about how these could be better met:

NewSSC organizes innovative, interaction-intensive workshops designed to facilitate discussion, teaching
innovation, and longer-term collaboration among faculty and' graduite students who teach and write about
interactions between scientific developments and social chanqe.
Specific objectives of NewSSC:
1 . To promote the social contextualization of science in education and other activities beyond the participants,
current disciplinary and academic boundaries.
2. To facilitate participants connecting theoretical, pedagogical, practical, political, and personal aspects of the
issue at hand in constructive wavs.
3. To train novice and experienced scholars in process / participation skills valuable in activity-centered
teaching, workshops, and collaboration. W4. To provide a workshop model that can be repeated, evolve in response to evaluations, andpdapted by
participants I\
[The issue at hand in '07=] 'How do we make sense of the growing attention to the collaborative generation of
environmental knowledge and inquiry?"
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